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Geminose: Animal Popstars to be exclusively launched for Nintendo Switch™
Stockholm, Sweden (September 6, 2017) - Starbreeze unveiled today that its family game Geminose:
Animal Popstars will be premiering exclusively for the Nintendo Switch.
Geminose: Animal Popstars is a game for the whole family where Magic, Music and Dance is at the
heart of the Geminose Superstars world.
Build and grow a music band of adorable Geminose animals, each with a unique personality and
country of origin. Unlock dozens of dress-up items to customize your musicians, reflecting their
individual personalities. Master over 30 instruments, with several variations, until you are ready to
play in Festivals and eventually take them on a World Stage Tour.
Combine any two Geminose to create over 90 unique hybrid Mashup animals that become your fan
base and unlock Songs, Content and Games. Succeed in the World Tour and earn rewards to decorate
and customize their individual rooms, eventually turning your Geminose Mansion into the perfect
Superstar home!
“We’re super impressed with the Switch, its install base and are longtime fans of Nintendo. We’ll be
launching Geminose: Animal Popstars exclusively for the platform and taking it to family living rooms
all over the world.” said Bo Andersson Klint, Starbreeze CEO
Geminose release timing will be announced at a later date.
###
Download the latest press assets for Geminose here: http://www.starbreeze.com/presskit

For more information, please contact:
Maeva Sponbergs, EVP of Communication
Tel: +46(0)8-209 208, email: press@starbreeze.com

About Starbreeze
Starbreeze is an independent creator, publisher and distributor of high quality entertainment products. With studios in
Stockholm, Paris, Los Angeles, Barcelona and Brussels, the company creates games and other virtual reality entertainment
products, based on proprietary design and licensed content. Starbreeze most recent games include PAYDAY 2®, John Wick VR
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shooter and upcoming survival co-op FPS OVERKILL’s The Walking Dead. Under its publishing initiative, Starbreeze has
together with Canadian studio Behaviour Digital successfully launched horror thriller Dead by Daylight.
Starbreeze has set out to develop truly immersive virtual reality experiences, by integrating software and hardware in its
StarVR® head mounted display, which is produced together with Acer.
For more information, please visit starbreeze.com, overkillsoftware.com
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